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The Business of Family

s she bustles into the west Edmonton Spinelli’s Bar Italia, Teresa Spinelli is greeted by Bakery
Manager Angelo Antonucci and the rest
of the staff. She knows them all by name,
asking about their weekends. Within
moments, an espresso sits in front of her,
and she’s ready to discuss the future of the
Italian Centre Shops, and the grand opening of the 15,000 sq. ft. west location. But
first, an explanation of how she got here.
Growing up in Edmonton’s Little Italy,
Teresa Spinelli never thought she would
someday be opening a third Italian Centre Shop in Edmonton. In fact, she never
thought she would be running even one
store.
“I was supposed to grow up, get married, have babies and live happily ever
after,” she says with a smile. “My brother
was going to take over when my dad
retired.”

Unexpected changes
Unfortunately, Teresa’s younger brother,
Pietro passed away unexpectedly at a very
early age, followed in 2000 by her father,
leaving the future of one of downtown’s
best-known local businesses in doubt. There
were a lot of adjustments to be made — not
only for Teresa, but also for the extended
family of employees.
“So there I was — I didn’t know whether

I wanted to do this. Was I doing this for my
dad? I hated it — it was long hours and
everyone was always screaming and yelling. It was always ‘Your dad didn’t do that,
your dad wouldn’t do it that way’ — they
had grown up with him. They thought of
me as that spoiled little brat who used to
play cashier, so who am I to tell them what
to do?
“Finally I stepped back, did some soul
searching and found out that I really like
this business. I found the passion that I
needed to do it. Once I was really clear
that this was for me, I asked my most loyal
employees to join me in building a team,
which included our General Manager
Anthony Desantis and the rest of our managers, to shape the future of the Italian Centre Shop. ”
Soon, she had established herself as
a leader, with her own style and her own
goals.
“My dad loved people, for sure — but
he loved business first. He was very good
to people, no questions asked, but he liked
to have control. It was either his way or
the highway. My approach is more ‘we
all work for the same company, we’re all
involved.’ I want them to be really engaged.
I don’t think my dad thought like that.”

Moving forward
With her feet under her, and with the

“To me it’s all about people. That’s exactly
why I opened the second store: I wanted to
give my people an opportunity to grow.”
- Italian Centre Shops President Teresa Spinelli

Photo by Rob Daly

Teresa Spinelli stands in front of the west end Italian Centre Shop, now
celebrating its grand opening.
support of this extended family, Spinelli
decided to break new ground and explore
the expanding market for specialty foods
and groceries. In 2006, the Italian Centre Shop South opened its doors to a clientele that, in some ways, differs from
the downtown customer. But Spinelli has
moved the company forward with a continuing deep regard for what makes the
Italian Centre Shop the success it has
always been.
“To me it’s all about people. That’s
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exactly why I opened the second store:
I wanted to give my people an opportunity to grow. The challenge is, the more
we grow — and we’re now up to 270
employees — to keep that small family
feeling.
“I know most of my employees by
their first names. I know if that guy has
gone to live with a sick mother or father,
as do our managers. It helps us all feel
connected — like a family. And, like a
family, we yell and fight, we may quit and
then come back, but I really want them to
always feel that we want to take care of
them — because if they’re taken care of,
they’ll take care of our customers.
“I am really blessed because I have
really great people — I get choked up
sometimes even talking about it. My managers are awesome, the general managers
are fantastic, and because they are so good
at what they do, they attract really good
people. I would never be able to manage
this if I didn’t have great people.”
This morning, Spinelli looks out from
a new Spinelli’s Bar Italia as morning
traffic rushes by. The west end location,
right on 170 Street, sees about 100,000
cars go by each day. The cafe is already
three-quarters full, and customers have
begun browsing through a dizzying array
of grocery items — some with brand
names that many Canadians couldn’t pronounce.
What’s in the future?
“We’ve been looking at opening in
Calgary, but we couldn’t find any suitable buildings there — we still can’t find
any. But some day…”
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Rooted in
community

he Italian Centre Shops are the legacy of
Italian immigrant Frank Spinelli, who left
the warmth of southern Italy back in 1951
to try his luck in the freezing silver mines of the
Yukon. A back injury landed Frank in Edmonton, where he pooled the little he had with partner Remiro Zalunardo to buy the original tiny
store on the corner of 95 Street and 108 Avenue
in 1959.
At first they sold Italian magazines, pop, and
chocolate. Soon the ever-growing local Italian
population flooded them with requests for all
kinds of home-grown Italian favourites.
The following year, with a growing business and promising future, Frank married Rina
Quagliarello, a hometown beauty favoured by
his mother. Frank and Rina wasted little time
starting a family of their own. Daughter Teresa
was born on Frank’s birthday, Oct. 13, 1961; her
brother Pietro followed in 1963.
In recreating the town square “piazza” ambiance of their youth, Frank and Rina turned their
home into a popular retreat for patio cookouts
and social gatherings. Frank extended his influence into the community at large, encouraging Italian news broadcasts on local radio stations, arranging Italian performers to entertain in
Edmonton, and building relationships with local
politicians and the business community.
The business soon became a local landmark.

With the ever-expanding grocery and deli operations, separate warehouses, and two homes, the
family’s holdings were the largest in the now
bustling and busy neighborhood that grew to
become Edmonton’s “Little Italy.”
Although times were good, the family had
to face the sudden death of son Pietro in 1996.
Then in 2000, well loved, remembered and
respected, Frank Spinelli also passed away from
cancer.
Daughter Teresa proudly remembers her dad
as a man who treated everyone the same, with
courtesy and respect. Her memories are shared
by many.
“He was the best example I know of ‘the more
you give, the more you get’,” Teresa remembers
fondly. Frank had helped many immigrant families when they fell on hard times. The favours
are remembered by their children who still shop
at the Italian Centre today.
Frank was inducted posthumously into the
Alberta Business Hall of Fame earlier this year.
Today, daughter Teresa stills runs the family business while raising a son and remaining
involved with community initiatives. She has
worked with the Giovanni Caboto Society, supported a variety of inner-city organizations, and
helped develop the decorative signage and street
furniture that now characterize the Little Italy
neighborhood.

Fun with friends and family has always been a tradition here.

Supplied photo
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Homebrewing Passion
for $3 a Bottle

f you fancy making a bottle of your
own-label wine for around $3 a bottle,
you’ll understand why in most European countries –wherever it’s common to
have a glass of wine with your meal–homebrewing is a popular hobby. And economic
necessity.
Home-made wine from fresh juice has
been catching on in Canada, thanks to allnatural, annually-harvested wine juices.
Very little effort is needed to get great-tasting wine in just a few weeks–imported all
the way from your own basement! And

in Alberta, the reason it’s possible at all is
thanks to the Italian Centre Shop’s founder,
Frank Spinelli.
When Frank set up the Italian Centre
Shop in 1959 he had no idea of the prohibition-era ban on making wine at home. That
meant many of his immigrant customers got
slapped with a $100 fine, just for having a
bottle of home-made wine at dinner. Frank
lobbied the provincial government and he
got the ban overturned. Soon he was the largest importer of grapes in Western Canada.
“Winemaking became so popular,” smiles

Supplied photos

How it was done in the 1970s — grapes in barrels.
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Teresa Spinelli, Frank’s daughter, “That
my dad was able to get customers to preorder, before they even knew the price of the
grapes.”
No one knew the price until the truck
arrived, but because everyone trusted Frank,
explains Teresa. “He would always get the
best price possible and pass that on to his
customers.”
Many of Frank’s European customers
made wine the way their families had for
centuries back home, using grapes from the
local family vineyard. It’s a tradition Ralph
Stabile, Purchaser and one of the longest
serving staff at the Italian Centre, remembers well. “I have been crushing grapes in
big barrels with my bare feet, since I was
five years old,” reminisces Stabile, “I still do
it the old way, pressing the juice from the
pulp, fermenting, letting the sediment settle,
then bottling it.”
It’s a lot of work. Messy. Which is why,
Stabile sees the trend moving towards using
freshly harvested juice, which is about as
simple as can be.
“You put the fresh pails of juice somewhere warm in the house. The juice has
a natural yeast in it, so it ferments without anything added,” explains Stabile.
“You leave it for three weeks, skim off the
top, pour into bottles and leave it for three
months. Done. It’s that easy!”
The grapes, 20,000 cases of them, arrive
any time in mid September and the wine
juice a month later. Both are late this year
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Ralph Stabile, Purchaser, checking
grape suppliers in California.
due to changes in weather patterns in California where they come from.
“If you’re down in Little Italy, come
visit,” encourages Stabile. “Grapes down the
alleys, trucks coming in. Lunch time, we’re
all together cooking sausages and playing
cards in the backyard. Pandemonium. It’s a
family thing the Spinelli’s started a long time
ago.”
“Italians are passionate about wine
because we grew it on our land,” smiles Stabile, with pride. “It’s a tradition passed on
generation to generation from our country,
which is why Italians are so passionate about
it. And we’re already passionate people as it
is,” he laughs.
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On-line party time
W

hen is a party not a party? When
you’re stuck in the kitchen all night
making food and then cleaning up.
When is Christmas not a time of good cheer?
When you stress out about what you’re going
to get everyone and you leave it all ’til the last
minute.
Now, there’s an easier way to party and sort
out gift-giving. On-line. The Italian Centre
Shop, like many retailers, is going on-line and
giving customers a chance to order cakes, party
trays, gift baskets and gift cards, from the comfort of your own armchair.
“We see the expansion of e-commerce”,
explains Teresa Spinelli, “Ten percent of retail
sales are now on-line. So we’re getting in on
the act. Customers want to be able to comparison shop on the internet, and then be able to
order, easily, online once

they’ve made up their minds”.
On-line ordering is proving really popular for the corporate crowd who host breakfast and lunch meetings in the ofﬁce, but don’t
want the expense of full service catering. For
any type of celebration, from a birthday party,
to weddings, there are three party tray sizes to
choose from, based on the number of people in
your gathering, from sweet, to savoury, to the
famous signature Panini tray, so you can mix
and match.
For those who love saying thank you in style,
on-line gift basket ordering makes giving simple and fun. With ten different sizes and styles
to choose from, from Coffee Lovers to Valentines Day, there’s something for everyone. Or
a special custom-made service, if you don’t see
exactly what you want. For that you need to call
the Italian Centre’s Merchandiser, Gosia Kowalska on 780-989-4869.

Supplied photos

If you’re not sure about your purchase, let the expert staff introduce you to amazing
new tastes! Or introduce friends to The Italian Centre by giving a gift card.
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Generation ‘i’
Pasta with Ricotta
Gino Marghella

Ingredients:
1
500g container of ricotta
(Santa Lucia or Franco’s)
1/4 cup boiling water
1
chicken bouillon cube
1 Pkg Rotini or any short pasta
2 Tbsp butter
1/2 cup grated parmesan or 		
more
Chopped parsley (optional)

Photo by Tyler Enfield

From left to right: Top Row — Emilia, Alfredo, Gino and Sara Marghella, holding Julia, and Angelina Fioretti.
Bottom Row — Leondina Chiarello, Rosario Franco, holding Cristina. Sara’s grandmoma (nonna) is Rosaria Franco,
sister of the Italian Centre Shop’s founder, Frank Spinelli, and current owner, Teresa Spinelli’s aunt.

T

he next of four generations
of Italian Centre Shoppers
are Cristina (6) and Julia (3),
daughters of West End Store Manager Gino Marghella, pictured middle second row, next to his wife Sara.
Gino and Sara fell in love when
they were both working at the Little Italy Store in 1999. Sara’s grandmoma (nonna) is Rosaria Franco,
sister of the Italian Centre Shop’s

founder, Frank Spinelli. Sara’s mom,
Angelina, married Frank’s next
door neighbour Ugo Fioretti. Talk
about keeping it all in the family!
On Gino’s side, his mom, Emila, emigrated here in 1971 when she was eight,
with her dad and mom Leondina (sitting, left). They talk fondly of how
homey it was to come to the store which
was like a community — a home away
from home — full of familiar foods, lan-

guage and Frank Spinelli’s legendary
hospitality and generosity. Gino’s mom,
Emilia met her husband Alfredo, while
on holiday in Italy and brought him back
to Canada. Four generations of a loving happy family, keeping the traditions
and tastes of Italy alive in Edmonton.
A bit of trivia: Gino started work
at the ICS June 24, 1999 and exactly
14 years to the day later, in 2013, he
opened the West End store as manager.
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Preparation:
• Bring a large pot of water to
boil. Add salt to water. Boil
the pasta until al dente.
• Meanwhile, boil 1/4 cup of
water and dissolve the bouillon
cube in it. Add ricotta to bouillon mixture. Mix until smooth.
• Drain pasat and put back into
same pot. Melt the butter in
the pasta, then add ricotta mixture and grated parmesan.
• Sprinkle with parsley.
• Serve and enjoy.
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We speak your language

astes just like home. That’s the reason many people love shopping at the
Italian Centre, to get those ‘hard to
find’ treasures they used to eat back home as
children. That particular brand of pickle or
chocolate. And for Canadians born here, it’s
a chance to dip into the cultural taste traditions of hundreds of other countries. Trying
out flavours that speak so many languages.
Whether it’s smoked paprika powder
from Spain, smoked cods roe Taramasalata from Greece, Maté tea from Argentina,
or the most popular borscht sold in Hungary, many customers make the trip to find
their favourite treasures at the Italian Centre
stores — not only because it’s the only place
in town that stocks them, but also because
the stores have become a haven for foodies
and world travellers looking out for special
ingredients they can experiment with.
“It’s fascinating listening to the recommendations customers give each other in the
check-out queue,” smiles Teresa Spinelli.
“Often our customers check out each other’s baskets to find out about new things they
can try themselves. I’ve heard that pomegranate syrup works great on ice cream. One
man was even trying to convince a fellow
customer that carob syrup keeps his dog’s
coat shiny.”
These sorts of chats are a regular in the
check-out aisle, a way that people meet
while learning about foods they’ve never
heard of, never mind tried. Same thing at the
Italian Centre Shop’s Deli — customers recommending their particular favourite to others from a selection of hundreds of different
cheeses, meats and antipasti.
The Italian Centre Shop shelves are as

Photo by Rob Daly

Store manager Gino Marghella shows one of the many vinegars available at Italian Centre Shop West End. The store
also features a gluten free section. Inset is just a few of the many unique products at the Italian Centre Shop.
much a cultural mosaic as the different
ethnicities that now make Edmonton so
vibrant.
“I love that our store is a fusion, where
you walk in and hear so many different languages spoken,” muses Teresa. “What we’re

doing here is building community by understanding each other’s ways, through food,
culture and family.”
Teresa understands that most of us speak
the same language at heart. Food and families go together. We eat together as a way of
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building family, and showing we love and
care for each other.
“I love that the ‘hard to find’ products
in our stores are really a way of saying I
love my family in a hundred different languages.”
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Thanks a latte

Walk into the West End Spinelli’s Bar Italia and chances are you’ll get a warm, loud
greeting from Paolo Pucci, the barista-supervisor. He’s getting to know customers by their
first names and by which of his seven different types of coffee art they prefer
in their cappuccino. A teddy bear
or a sun, Sir?
Paolo is an expert. He hails
from Milan and grew up in
his own family’s famous coffee shop, Bartucci’s. When
things got tough in Italy, he
decided to come to Canada
in search of better times. He
found them quickly. First, the
lovely Maria, his wife, who also
takes some barista shifts in between
classes at the University of Alberta. But
he also met Teresa Spinelli, who tried him out in
the Little Italy store. Impressed by his warm hospitality and coffee skills, Spinelli now has Paolo
in charge of coffee at the West End.
“For me this is family, not work,” explains
Pucci loudly with his hands, “I love to make our
customers feel like this is their family, too — feel
at home. And tell them about coffee, of course.”
Pucci doesn’t miss a chance to tell folks that
Venetians are responsible for building Europe’s
coffee trade with Ethiopia and the first European
coffee shop, over six hundred years ago. “They
were the first to realize that if you grind roasted
beans, add really hot water and drink, you’d be
awake in a second!”
Since those early days Italians have been perfecting the art and science of great coffee.
“Italian roasts are often dark, sweeter and
less acidic than French”, explains Pucci, “But

the darker roast doesn’t mean more caffeine, it
means less than a lighter one, because roasting
takes the caffeine out.”
Which is why you can give your dinner guests
an Italian espresso and still get to sleep at
night.
Another critical element of
good coffee is a uniform size
of bean. “If beans are different sizes they just fly around
the grinder and you don’t get
an even blend. That’s very
important because espresso
needs a fine grind and drip
coffee, more medium.”
It’s taken Paolo years to perfect his knowledge. Like a wine
expert, you need to know everything about coffee, blends, how to
make a perfect espresso with just the right crema,
quality, variety, degree of roasts, espresso makers, preservation, etc.
He’s teaching the rest of team all he knows.
All you need to know is that a Bar Italia Coffee is as close to getting a terrace seat in a Milanese coffee shop you can get, without leaving
Edmonton.

Real Italian Coffee
needs … Mmmm
Machina – a good machine
Micela – good beans
Macina – good grind
Mano – a great barista’s touch

Each Italian Centre Shop has a Spinelli’s Bar Italia, open daily
from 7:30 a.m. for coffee, pastries, soups, salads and pizza

Photo by Rob Daly

Teresa Spinelli gets some pointers from Paolo Pucci, who makes an elegant
cappuccino and teaches staff how to do the same.
AD{EX0702810}
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Family and
Ferraris

1. It’s Sunday morning. What are you having
for breakfast?
Caffè Latte with Milano egg and jumbo biscuit
2. If you didn’t do what you do for a living,
what would you be?
A police officer
3. Name one Canadian hero and one Italian
hero:
They would both be my dad
4. What was the last book you couldn’t put
down?
I’m still looking for the book
5. Favourite coffee-based drink:
Caffè Latte
6. What’s playing on your iPod, CD player or
turntable?
The Godfather sound track
7. Red or white? Red
8. What’s the best thing about Edmonton?
Being close to my family
9. Best place (other than Edmonton) you have
visited:
Rome
10. What’s your favourite dish to prepare?
Lasagna

11. What is your biggest pet peeve?
People asking me about my reading habits
12. Do you have a favourite Italian phrase or
saying?
I’ll make you an offer you can’t refuse
13. If you could choose one person (dead or
alive) walk into your store, who would you
want it to be?
My dad
14. What’s your dream car? Ferrari 458 Italia
15. Do you have a favourite TV show?
The Sopranos
16. Your favourite movie:
The Godfather Part 2
17. What’s your most embarrassing moment?
I really don’t have one
18. Do you have any unusual habits?
Nope
19. If you’re ordering a sandwich from The
Italian Centre, which one do you choose?
Italian prosciutto cotto with asiago cheese
20. One interesting fact about The Italian
Centre Shops people may not know:
As big as we’re getting, we still operate like a family run business.

photo by Marina Michaelides

Adamo Rossi manages the Italian Centre Shop Southside, 5028 104A Street. There’s
nothing he doesn’t know about olive oil. Come ask.
AD{EX0707209}
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Rocco’s pizza perfection
His special way of making them is already drawing in fans, who make a special drive to get one. And
although he has made every different type of pizza
imaginable, Papallo’s personal favourite is the most
classic.
“My favourite is the Margherita, because the more
simple the pizza, the more flavours come out,” Papallo
muses. “You can taste the tomato sauce, the mozzarella and the thin crust separately, you taste everything.
If you put in spicey salami, olives and everything it
can still be really good, but nothing can ever beat a traditional margherita”.
Papallo says his second favourite — and the most
popular pizza at Spinelli’s, is the Capricciosa — made
up using prosciutto, artichokes and mushrooms. The
bar currently has a selection of five varieties and will
have nine in the next couple of weeks — including a
weekly special.
Perhaps part of Papallo’s passion comes from his
sense of freedom working at the bar. Facing the economic problems Italy now has, he no longer could find
a similar position back home that would pay him a
decent wage. He left his girlfriend and home to work
for Teresa Spinelli here.
“I’ve had to leave because I am at an age now that I
want a family, but it’s not possible because of the economy back home, and I didn’t have the same opportunities there,” said Papallo.
“I am lucky that I got this opportunity from Teresa.”
Barista supervisor Paolo Pucci explains that Papallo’s opportunity came as a stroke of luck.
“His family back home knows Teresa — who
doesn’t know Teresa?” he says laughing. “So someone
from the family told Teresa she has a master pizziola.
Then he came here, Teresa liked him and gave him this
opportunity.”
Luckily, he won’t have to go too much longer without his partner. Spinelli is currently working to bring
his girlfriend here as well.
“She’ll make a great barista,” winks Rocco, warmly.

ou can feel the passion oozing out of pizza
maestro Rocco Papallo. Just like the melted
mozzarella on his incredible pizzas. Ask him
what makes them so tasty and he puts his hand on his
heart.
“The secret is the passion and the art. I love my job
and I don’t ever look at the time while I’m working,”
explains Papallo through a translator. He’s only been in
Canada three months, and his English has a way to go.
Papallo spent more than 15 years making pizza in
Italy’s northern region, near Venice, making hundreds
of different types until he perfected his own special
favourites and a particular way of making the dough so
it’s light and crispy.
“There are different types of pizza in every region in
Italy. The main differences are between the north and
the south. Southern pizzas have a thicker crust. In the
north, it’s much thinner and crunchy,” he explains. “In
Edmonton we call it thin crust.”

The world’s
largest pizza
Cooked Oct. 11, 1987 by Lorenzo Amato and
Louis Piancone in Havana, Fla.
Size: 10,000 square feet (929 m2), 140 feet
(42.7 m) across.
Weight: 44,457lbs. (20,165 kg) — 18,174 lbs.
(8,244 kg) flour, 1,103 lbs. (500 kg) water,
6,445 lbs. (2.923 kg) sauce, 9,375 lbs. (4,252
kg) cheese and 2,387 lbs. (1,083 kg) of pepperoni.
The pie was cut into 94,248 slices and eaten
by more than 30,000 spectators at the baking.

Photo by Marina Michaelides

Rocco brings his passion and experience from
Italy to create delicious pizza.

www.terrafoods.ca | 1.888.338.3772
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Daring it all
1. It’s Sunday morning. What are you
having for breakfast?
An espresso & biscotto
2. If you didn’t do what you do for a living, what would you be?
Full time philantropist doing something with children and making sure they were fed.
3. Name one Canadian hero and one
Italian hero:
Canadian hero would be Bob Stollery — never met him, but only heard
great things about him! An Italian Hero — Francesco Spinelli –
NOT my dad, but his uncle who he
was named for. Saved a women in
our town, when a wolf attacked her.
The wolf bit my great uncle and my
uncle shot it, unfortunately the wolf
had rabies and my uncle died.
4. What was the last book you couldn’t
put down?
Rosina the Midwife, by Jessica Kluthe
5. Favourite coffee-based drink:
Espresso Affogato
6. What’s playing on your iPod, CD
player or turntable? Audio book
— Daring Greatly by Brene Brown
7. Red or white? Red & White
8. What’s the best thing about
Edmonton? River Valley
9. Best place (other than Edmonton)
you have visited:
Amalfi Coast
10. What’s your favourite dish to prepare?
Bucatini all’ Amatriciana
11. What is your biggest pet peeve?
Arrogance
12. Do you have a favourite Italian

phrase or saying?
Chi nace tondo non muorie quadratowho is born round does not die square
13. If you could choose one person (dead
or alive) walk into your store, who
would you want it to be?
My dad
14. What’s your dream car?
Any car with a driver
15. Do you have a favourite TV show?
Sons of Anarchy
16. Your favourite movie: Forrest Gump

17. What’s your most embarrassing
moment?
There are too many to mention
18. Do you have any unusual habits?
Don’t want to share!
19. If you’re ordering a sandwich from
The Italian Centre, which one do
you choose? Bocconcini & Prosciutto
20. One interesting fact about The Italian Centre Shops people may not
know:
We have been around for 55 years!

Moma Rina’s
Tomato Sauce
with Tuna
Teresa’s mom’s quick-fix recipe

Ingredients:
1 can (796ml) Pavoncella Tomatoes
½ cup of Sophia Tomato puree
2 gloves of garlic (chopped)
Oregano
2 or 3 Fresh Basil Leaves
1 can (160gr) of Rio Mare Tuna
alla Puttanesca
5 oz of water
Enough olive oil to cover bottom
of pot.
Preparation:
• Heat olive oil, add chopped garlic. Let simmer on med heat for
a couple of minutes.
• Puree the Pavoncella tomatoes
and add to pot. Let simmer
for 15 minutes. Add ½ cup of
tomato puree and cook for 15
more minutes add 5 oz of water
and let simmer.
• Add oregano and basil.
• When sauce is at the constituency that you like- open can of
Tuna and place contents in pot.
Simmer for 20min.
• Important to stir frequently!

Supplied photo

Italian Centre founder Frank Spinelli and current President Teresa Spinelli.
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Cooking with Carmelo
1. It’s Sunday morning. What are
you having for breakfast?
Cereal (All Bran)
2. If you didn’t do what you do for
a living, what would you be?
In my fantasy world, a rock star.
3. Name one Canadian hero and
one Italian hero:
Canadian – Lester B. Pearson
(introduced medical care act);
Italian – (Padre Pio)
4. What was the last book you
couldn’t put down?

Motley Crue The Dirt
5. Favourite coffee-based drink:
Plain espresso
6. What’s playing on your iPod,
CD player or
turntable?
David Bowie, Ziggy Stardust
7. Red or white? Red
8. The best thing about
Edmonton? Sunny skies
9. Best place (other than Edmon-

Gnocchi Alla Gorgonzola
Ingredients:
1lb gnocchi
¼ cup gorgonzola
½ cup butter
3 tbs. Grated parmesan
¼ cup whipping cream
pepper

Carmelo Verducci

ton) you have visited:
Manhattan, New York
10. What’s your favourite dish to
prepare?
Gnocchi alla Gorgonzola
11. What is your biggest pet
peeve?
Bad teeth
12. Do you have a favourite Italian
phrase or saying?
No
13. If you could choose one person (dead or alive) to walk into
your store, who would you
want it to be?
John Lennon
14. What’s your dream car?
1968 Mustang
15. Do you have a favourite TV
show?
Hawaii Five-O (original 1968-80 series)

Preparation:
• Crumble gorgonzola into
a bowl, blend in melted
butter and pepper with
wooden spoon until
creamy.
• Stir in parmesan and heated cream. Keep warm.
• Bring large pan of salted water to the boil.
• Add gnocchi carefully. Stir and cook on high.
• When gnocchi float, remove, drain and add to sauce in the other pan.
• Stir well to coat evenly.
• Serve immediately.

16. Your favourite movie:
Boogie Nights
17. What’s your most embarrassing moment?
I’m admitting nothing.
18. Do you have any unusual habits?
Loud car music en route to
work in the early morning
19. If you’re ordering a sandwich from The Italian Centre,
which one do you choose?
Vegetarian
20. One interesting fact about
The Italian Centre Shops
people may not know: We
make the best pizza in town!

Photo by Marina Michaelides

Carmelo Verducci is the manager of The Italian
Centre’s Little Italy (Downtown) location.
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An Italian
love story

he story of how Massimo’s Cucina Italiana found their imported chefs sounds
like the makings of an Italian film.
Giuseppe Mazzochi was in Edmonton in
2007 as a chef in residence through NAIT,
when he met Teresa Spinelli for about five
minutes, through a chance encounter that
would change their lives.
“He was my Facebook friend, which I
was not aware of,” said Spinelli.
He read a posting I had about a
restaurant. He really wanted
to immigrate to Canada and
when asked, at first I said no
— I wasn’t interested in a
chef of his calibre.
“Then I went to Italy and
met him in person — we made
a deal and I asked him if he knew anyone else that wanted to come work in Canada, since we were having a hard time finding
staff. He brought with him sous chef Keoma
Franchesci and his fiancee Giada Ferrari, who
is our hostess, along with pastry chef Alessandro Nassi.”
But May of this year, love changed everything.
Mazzochi, one of Edmonton’s newest and
most successful chefs announced that he had
to leave to be with his girlfriend in Belgium.
As much as he loved the restaurant, his heart

Photo by Marina Michaelides

Head chef Keoma Franceschi hails from
Tuscany — and his staff is ready to show
you the finer points of authentic Italian
cuisine.

yearned for his partner.
“I’ve loved the opportunity to start up Massimo’s and leave my mark, but I’m an Italian
romantic! I have to put my heart first,” smiles
Mazzochi.
Leaving success for love is what most Italian films are made of.
Mazzochi’s quest for love left sous chef
Keoma Franchesci to step up to the
plate.
“Giuseppe’s done a great job
teaching the team everything
he knows,” beams Spinelli.
“So I’m excited to let the
younger chefs take over,
and build on the success with
their own particular set of culinary skills.”
And Franchesci couldn’t seem more
suited for the new role — also a story that
sounds like a great Italian film.
As a boy, he longed to learn how to cook,
and at nine years old, he became his mother’s
prodigy. First he mastered sweets and pastries,
and he was soon putting the finishing touches
on everything from pasta and meat to fish.
He said he made a promise to himself: to
learn one new dish every day. By the time he
was a teenager, he was an accomplished cook
any Italian mother would be proud of. His
heart, of course, was already set on a career
as a chef.
Franchesci spent years refining his art and
skills progressing quickly through the ranks
of Italy. He went to culinary school and eventually landed jobs in Romania, and the Michelin-starred Il Convivio in London.
For the last few years, he has won many
medals across Italy — prizes ranging from
specialist finger-food to vegetable carving.
He has also been chef in a variety of top-class,
four-star Italian hotels.
His passion is said to be the ingredient that
has gotten him this far.
“I love Italian food because it’s authentic
to the ingredients — always bringing out the
flavour, not masking it with complexity,” said
Franchesci.
“And cooking to me is like a game — take
a few ingredients and create infinite possibilities.”
He says his goal is to make Massimo’s
the best restaurant in the city — firstly as an
appreciation to Teresa, whom he has a lot of
respect for, but also as a way to get his mom
to come over from Italy, to try some of the
recipes he learned from her. In the meantime,
his passion can be enjoyed through his dishes,
while his fiancee Giada will greet you at the
door.
All makings of an Italian film on food and
love.
Visit Massimos Cucina Italiana at 5012 104A
Street or visit www.massimoscucina.ca
AD{EX0713206}
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Restaurant Namesake

nspiration for Massimo Cucina Italiana all lies within six-year old Massimo Spinelli Newberry.
“Massimo in Italian means ‘the greatest’
and at the restaurant, we always try to be the
best,” said his mother Teresa Spinelli, owner
of the restaurant and Italian Centre Shop.
“Massimo is named for the youngest of
three generations of Spinellis — a family
beloved for generosity, hospitality, community spirit, started by Massimo’s grandparents Frank and Rina in the 60s. Since our
business is all about family, his name felt
right.”
Both the restaurant and the little boy made
their way into Spinelli’s life unexpectedly.
“Like the restaurant, Massimo came as
quite a surprise — I am 50 years old and he
is six!” she said.
The story of how he showed up into her
life is no ordinary miracle. After years of
waiting for the Adoption Options agency to
find them a child, Spinelli and her husband
Mike Newberry finally gave up, and ventured forth to the lifestyle of a childless couple.
Then, on January 25, 2007, a surprise that
would commonly be called a divine intervention took place. A pregnant woman appeared
at the downtown Italian Centre Shop and
offered Spinelli her soon-to-be born child, in
an open adoption.
Spinelli says that it initiated the most emotionally charged weekend for the couple —
they anguished amid tears and prayers. This
miracle child had literally shown up out of
nowhere — what they have always wished
for, but at the same time, they were unsure if
an open adoption would be a good idea. The
concept that keeps both the birth and adoptive parents in contact made the couple question boundaries.

By 6 p.m. on January 29, 2007, the decision was made. However, there was no
answer when Spinelli made the call.
The woman had gone into labour, bringing Spinelli and Newberry to the hospital where they witnessed the birth of their
child. Any doubt they had about the adoption
quickly vanished and was replaced by love
and excitement. Spinelli says that she was
overwhelmed with joy.
And the rest is history.
Spinelli says that Massimo is now six,
going on 16. He can be found at the restaurant playing in the kitchen, talking with
staff and eating Pasta Alla Matriciana — his
favourite dish.
Spinelli says that he understands that the
restaurant is named after him, but perhaps
not how special that is.
“He calls it ‘his’ kitchen,” she said. “We
were parked across the street from a Wendy’s

one day, and he said ‘mamma, let’s go visit
auntie Wendy!’ I told him we were far away
from her house and he pointed to Wendy’s.
I guess he thinks that everyone has a restaurant named after them!”
Little Massimo may not understand his
family’s legacy quite yet, and that is OK for
Spinelli. She says she does not have plans
for him to work for the family, and like most
parents, she just wants him to be happy.
Although she does note just how similar both
of their childhoods are.
“He is growing up like my brother and
I did. I took my first steps down the pasta
aisle, and he took his first steps at our Christmas party. The store in Little Italy in particular is like a second home for him, and he
knows our staff by name.”
For now, he is only expected to continue
bringing joy to the restaurant, while eating
his pasta.

Photo by Teresa Spinelli

Both the restaurant and her son
Massimo came as surprises in Teresa
Spinelli’s life.

Photo by Darren Jacknisky

Congratulations Italian Centre Shop on the opening of your 3rd store in West Edmonton!
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Decades of Friendship

f you walk into the Italian Centre
Shop in Little Italy, turn to your left
and visit Spinelli’s cafe. The north
wall of the busy eatery is covered with a
1970s-era picture of young men gathered
around a table, enjoying their coffees.
While he’s not in this particular picture, Mario Sarnelli could easily have
been there. Particularly if the photographer had visited on a Sunday afternoon.
Sarnelli and the Italian Centre Shop go
right back to the beginning, when founder
Frank Spinelli got his first foothold into
the grocery market in Edmonton.
“I remember when he put in the little
store on 97 Street,” says Sarnelli. “I came
there a lot. Then he moved to the corner
here, and little by little, the Italians came
every day. Not just Italians — the Portugese, some Spanish, Hungarians too.
“I knew him before I came to Canada.
We were from the same province — He
was from Salerno, I’m from Molina. He
had a sister who lived not too far away.
When he came to visit her, he asked me, if
I came to Canada, to come and see him.”
When he arrived, Sarnelli took Spinelli
up on his offer, and like many Italians, the
pair shared a passion for soccer. Spinelli
sponsored a local soccer team that would
take on other challengers in the fledgling
soccer scene — not only because he was
a fan, but also — according to Sarnelli —
because the game drew potential customers.
“He was a smart. He used the soccer
team — we would usually play every
Sunday at 2 p.m. After the game he
would invite everyone to the store —

Photo by Rob Daly

Left to right: Vernato Cardamone, Enzo Marrazzo, Mario Sarnelli, Mario
Derose and Tony Martino gather regularly at Spinelli’s Little Italy.
usually 200 or 300 people. For the soccer team, everything was free. He was
never cheap with the soccer team.”
Sarnelli soon found himself on the
sideline coaching the team — a move
that effectively ended many potential arguments. “Sometimes, before I
was coaching the team, we would fight.
After I became the coach — no fights.

He had different ideas about the team,
and he’d come and bring a player to try
out. I didn’t like that. We ended up having a good team with a good following.
The fans would follow us wherever we
played.”
Mario Derose and Enzo Marrazzo
sit at the same table and nod as Sarnelli
reflects on soccer in the 1970s. Both were
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players for the team, and they remember
the post game routine well.
“He was always good to us,” says
Mario (2). “We had some good times.”
When they weren’t debating over the
beloved soccer team, Frank and Mario
loved to play a variation of a popular Italian card game, Scopa.
“We played Scopa False. You didn’t
have to show all your cards — you had to
guess. Frank never played for money, but
he loved cards.”
Teresa Spinelli still loves to see Sarnelli and his friends around their usual
table. She usually drops in for a hug or
two.
“He lives just across the road — he’s
like family,” she says.
Sarnelli’s card partner passed away
in 2000, and some things have changed
around the place.
“The olds guys have old ideas,”
laughs Sarnelli. “Teresa is a very smart
girl. That’s why she opened a store on
the Southside. I was at the new shop in
the West End for a half hour last week,
and it looks Number One. It’s nice and
clean, and the pastry section has got a lot
of choices. I think it’s going to be fantastic.”
New memories will be built by new
‘regulars’ at the Italian Centre Shop West
End. Perhaps, decades from now, similar
stories will be told around a table overlooking 170 Street.
“Today I come here for the friends,”
says Sarnelli. “If you haven’t seen someone for 30 or 40 years, you might come
in and there they are again.”
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